We deal with different algorithmic questions regarding properly arc-colored s-t trails, paths and circuits in arc-colored digraphs. Given an arc-colored digraph D c with c ≥ 2 colors, we show that the problem of determining the maximum number of arc disjoint properly arc-colored s-t trails can be solved in polynomial time. Surprisingly, we prove that the determination of a properly arc-colored s-t path is NP-complete even for planar digraphs containing no properly arc-colored circuits and c = Ω(n), where n denotes the number of vertices in D c . If the digraph is an arc-colored tournament, we show that deciding whether it contains a properly arc-colored circuit passing through a given vertex x (resp., properly arc-colored Hamiltonian s-t path) is NP-complete for c ≥ 2. As a consequence, we solve a weak version of an open problem posed in Gutin et. al. [22], whose objective is to determine whether a 2-arc-colored tournament contains a properly arc-colored circuit.
Introduction, Notation and Terminology
In the last few years a great number of applications has been modelled as problems in edge-colored graphs [3, 5] . For instance, problems in molecular biology correspond to extracting Hamiltonian or Eulerian paths or cycles colored in specified pattern [10, 26, 27] , transportation and connectivity problems where reload costs are associated to pair of colors at adjacent edges [16, 17, 19] , social sciences [9] , VLSI optimization [24] among others. In [29, 30] , arc-colored multidigraphs are used to model conflict resolution. The Graph Model for Conflict Resolution -gmcr can be viewed as a game theory-related tool that can assist negotiators with the strategic aspects of a negotiation. An arc-colored multidigraph of a conflict is a basic structure permitting the extensive analysis of the possible strategic interactions among decision makers (or agents). Starting from a given status quo state (or initial vertex), the objective is to identify the possible compromise resolutions or equilibria (solution vertices) [11, 12, 13] .
In this paper, we are specially concerned from an algorithmic perspective with different questions regarding properly arc-colored s-t trails, paths and circuits in arc-colored digraphs. Given a (not necessarily edge-colored) graph G = (V, E), a trail between s and t in G (called s-t trail) is a sequence ρ = (v 0 , e 0 , v 1 , e 1 , . . . , e k , v k+1 ) where v 0 = s, v k+1 = t and e i = v i v i+1 for i = 0, . . . , k and e i = e j for i = j. A path between s and t in G (called s-t path) is a trail ρ = (v 0 , e 0 , v 1 , e 1 , . . . , e k , v k+1 ) between s and t where v i = v j for i = j. To extend the definitions above for digraphs we just change edges e i = v i v i+1 by arcs (or oriented edges) e i = v i v i+1 . In this case, s-t trails (resp., s-t paths) are called directed s-t trails (resp., directed s-t paths).
Let I c = {1, . . . , c} be a given set of colors (c ≥ 2). In this work, D ) . We say that, T c defines an arc-colored tournament if it is obtained from a nonoriented complete edge-colored graph K c by choosing an arbitrary direction for each colored edge of K c . From now on, we write pac instead of properly arc-colored. A pac path (resp., pac trail) is a directed path (resp., trail) such that any two successive arcs have different colors. A pac path or trail in D c is closed if its endvertices coincide and its first and last arcs differ in color. They are also refereed, respectively, as pac circuits and directed pac closed trails. We say that a directed pac s-t path (resp., circuit) is Hamiltonian if it visits each vertex of D c exactly once. The length of a directed trail, path, closed trail or circuit is the number of its arcs. Here, we only deal with pac paths of length greater or equal than 2.
Some Related work
Problems regarding properly edge-colored paths, trails and cycles (or pec paths, trails and cycles, for short) in c-edge-colored (undirected) graphs have been widely studied from a graph theory and algorithmic point of views (see [1, 3, 31] , the book [5] and the recent survey [23] ). For instance, in [28] , the author gives polynomial algorithms for several problems, including the determination of a pec s-t path (if one exists). More recently, the authors in [1] introduced the notion of trail-path graph. Using this concept, they extend Szeider's Algorithm to deal with pec s-t trails and they propose a polynomial algorithm for the determination of a pec s-t trail. A characterization of cedge-colored graphs containing pec cycles was first presented by Yeo [31] and generalized in [1] for pec closed trails. In both cases, the proposed results are used to construct polynomial time algorithms to check whether an edge-colored graph contains a pec cycle or a pec closed trail.
When dealing with pec paths or trails with additional constraints in c-edge-colored graphs, the results are less optimistic. For example, it is well known that deciding whether a general 2-edge-colored graph (colored in blue and red) contains a pec Hamiltonian cycle, a pec Hamiltonian s-t path, or a pec cycle passing through a prescribed pair of vertices are NPcomplete problems [5] . Basically, the idea is to start from the proof of NP-completeness of these problems in uncolored digraphs and to use the directed version of the Häggkvist's transformation which consists in replacing each arc e = xy by a path of length 2, xv e and v e y (where v e is a new vertex) with colors blue and red, respectively. Moreover, it is proved in [9] that deciding whether a 2-edge-colored graph contains a pec s-t path passing through a vertex z is NP-complete. On the other side, many problems of this kind become polynomial in 2-edge-colored complete graphs. For instance, in [9] the authors proved that finding a pec s-t path passing through a vertex z (if any) can be solved in polynomial time. The authors of [14] produced a nice characterization of c-edge-colored complete graphs which admit a pec Hamiltonian path (with a non specified source and destination), and then they deduce a new polynomial algorithm for finding it (if one exists). In [20] , the authors consider a number of path and trail problems restricted to c-edge-colored graphs with no pec cycles or pec closed trails. These classes are interesting since they constitute, in a certain sense, the edge-colored counterpart of noncolored acyclic digraphs. Finally, in [25] a characterization of c-edge-colored multigraphs which contain a pec Eulerian trail is given. A O(n 2 logn) algorithm for finding a pec Eulerian trail in c-edge-colored multigraphs (if one exists) is described in [7] .
In [2, 16, 19] , the authors consider edge-colored s-t paths, trails and walks with minimum reload costs. In this case, we are given a c-edgecolored graph and a c × c matrix R = [r i,j ] (for i, j ∈ I c ) whose entries define the reload cost when changing color i for color j. Given a trail (path) ρ = (v 1 , e 1 , v 2 , e 2 , . . . , e k , v k+1 ) between vertices s and t, we define the reload cost of ρ as r(ρ) = k−1 j=1 r c(e j ),c(e j+1 ) . In [2] , the authors deal with the determination of a minimum directed s-t trail with reload costs in edge-colored digraphs whose total cost is given by the sum of reload costs (between successive colors in a trail) and positive costs associated to each arc. As discussed in [19] , pec trails (or paths) in edge-colored graphs may be converted into reload s-t trails (or paths) by conveniently choosing reload costs between each pair of colors (for instance, by setting r i,i = 1 and r i,j = r j,i = 0, ∀i, j ∈ I c , i = j and by setting arc costs equal to 0. In this case, we seek a s-t trail (or s-t path) with total reload cost 0).
Finally, if we deal with c-arc-colored digraphs, the existing results concerning the complexity of finding pac s-t paths and circuits are rather rare and less optimistic. To our best knowledge, there is only one result which says that deciding whether a pac circuit exists in 2-arc-colored digraphs, is NP-complete [22] .
Contributions
In Section 2, we deal with the problem of finding pac s-t trails in c-arccolored digraphs D c with c ≥ 2. We prove that decide whether D c contains a directed pac closed trail can be done in polynomial time. Further, we present a polynomial time algorithm for determining the maximum number of arc disjoint pac s-t trails. In Section 3, we restrict our attention to path problems over c-arc-colored digraphs. We show that the determination of one pac s-t path is NP-complete even if D c is a planar c-arc-colored digraph containing no pac circuits and c = Ω(|V (D c )|). Finally, in Section 4 we focus on c-arc-colored tournaments. We prove that deciding whether a c-arccolored tournament T c (for c = Ω(|V (T c )| 2 )) contains a pac circuit passing through a given vertex x is NP-complete. This solves a weak version of an open problem initially posed by Gutin, Sudako and Yeo [22] , whose objective is to determine whether T c (for c = 2) contains a pac circuit. In addition, we prove that deciding whether T c has a pac s-t path or a pac Hamiltonian s-t path is NP-complete. Notice that there is no evident link between deciding whether a c-arc-colored tournament possesses a pac s-t path and a pac Hamiltonian s-t path, although finding a pac s-t path seems to be an easier problem than finding a pac Hamiltonian s-t path.
pac trails and closed trails in arc-colored digraphs
Here, we are interested in the complexity of finding pac s-t trails and closed trails in arc-colored digraphs. These problems turn out to be polynomial using minimum cost flow computation. Proof: A more general version of this problem was polynomially solved in the Proposition 1 of [2] (remark that s-t paths in [2] are not necessarily simple). Here, given reload costs r i,j associated to each pair of colors i, j ∈ I c (see Subsection 1.1 for the definition of reload costs), and costs w(e) associated to each arc e = xy, the objective is minimize
, where ρ = (v 1 , e 1 , . . . , e k , v k+1 ) with v 1 = s, v k+1 = t and e i = e j for i = j, is a sequence of arcs in a directed s-t trail (here, let us call this problem the Minimum Reload+Weight Directed s-t Trail problem).
Hence, in order to find whether there exists a pac s-t trail in D c , it suffices to set w(e) = 0 for every arc e = xy of D c , assign reload costs r i,i = 1 and r i,j = r j,i = 0 for i, j ∈ I c with i = j. Thus, from Proposition 1 of [2] there exists a reload+weight directed s-t trail ρ with total cost f (ρ) = 0, if and only if, D c has a pac s-t trail. Therefore, we can find a pac s-t trail within polynomial time (provided that one exists). c , say τ , is not pac (since that both incoming and outgoing arcs of τ passing by x may have the same color) we proceed with the following step: for each color i with N i D c (x) = ∅, we delete all outgoing arcs at x 1 with colors j = i and we delete all incoming arcs at x 2 colored i. Now, we try to find a pac trail between x 1 and x 2 (in any). We repeat the process for another color (other than i) until a directed pac trail passing by x in D c is obtained. Obviously, these steps are polynomially bounded. Proof: Analogously to [2] for the minimum reload+weight directed s-t trail problem, the idea is to apply a splitting procedure to all vertices v of V (D c ) \ {s, t} (with k 1 (v) incoming arcs and k 2 (v) outgoing arcs) and construct a non-colored digraph H(v) with unitary arc capacities as illustrated in the Figure 1 . Let H be the new uncolored digraph obtained after repeating this process for each v ∈ V (D c ) \ {s, t}. In the sequel, after constructing digraph H (associated to D c ) we assign the same reload and arc costs as in Theorem 1 and we define unitary arc capacities. Then it suffices to solve a sequence of minimum cost flow problems from s to t in H. The algorithm proceeds as follows: (1) Set θ ← n − 2; (2) Solve the minimum cost flow problem between s and t in H by sending θ units of flow and obtain ρ (if one exists); (3) If H contains a feasible flow ρ with f (ρ) = 0 then we are done (return ρ, θ and stop). Otherwise, set θ ← θ − 1 and go to step 2. We clearly get a polynomial time procedure to maximize the number of pac trails from s to t since the minimum cost flow problem is polynomial time solvable. Note in the minimum cost flow problem that, since all arcs have unitary arc capacities and the mass balance constraints must be satisfied at all vertices of V (D c ) \ {s, t}, some of these can be visited several times for one or more pac s-t trails.
pac paths in arc-colored digraphs with no pac circuits
Finding pec paths, pec trails and pec cycles in edge-colored graphs are polynomial problems [1, 28] . However finding pac paths or pac circuits in arc-colored digraphs seems harder. For example, the authors of [22] proved that deciding whether a 2-arc-colored digraph contains a pac circuit is NPcomplete. However, the pac s-t path problem is polynomial in the following simple case: Proof: We use an algorithm which maintains a set of colors C(v) for each vertex v. At the beginning of the algorithm, C(v) = ∅ for all v. Since D c has no circuits, the level of a vertex v, denoted by ℓ(v), is the length (i.e. number of arcs) of the longest path between s and v. Therefore ℓ(s) = 0, ℓ(v) ≤ n − 1 for all v and ℓ(u) < ℓ(v) for all arc uv. For digraphs with no circuits, a longest path can be found in time O(n + m) [5] . Let us consider the following algorithm.
End For
End For
By construction, a color in C(v) indicates the color of the last arc of a pac path from s to v. Note that, if C(v) = ∅ it follows that u = s and C(u) \ {c( uv)} = ∅. So, for all arcs wu of D c with ℓ(w) ≤ ℓ(u) we have that c( wu) = c( uv), thus avoiding the presence of a pac path between s and v. Therefore, D c admits a pac s-t path, if and only if, C(t) = ∅.
Unfortunately, this result does not hold in 2-arc-colored digraphs with no pac circuits (note that non pac circuits are allowed in this case).
Theorem 5. Deciding whether a 2-arc-colored digraph with no pac circuits contains a pac path from s to t is NP-complete.
Proof: We use a reduction from the Path with Forbidden Pairs Problem (pfpp, in short). In pfpp, we are given a (non-colored) digraph D = (V, A), two vertices v, w ∈ V and a collection C = {{a 1 , b 1 }, . . . , {a q , b q }} of pairs of vertices (a i = b i ) from V \{v, w}. The objective is to determine whether there exists a directed path connecting v to w and passing through at most one vertex from each pair. This problem was shown NP-complete [15] even if D is acyclic and all pairs of C are required to be disjoint, i.e., {a i , b i }∩{a j , b j } = ∅ for i = j (see problem [GT54] page 203 in [18] ).
Let D = (V, A) be an acyclic digraph containing v, w ∈ V and a subset C of disjoint pairs of vertices. W.l.o.g., assume that d
c is done in two steps. We build a digraph D ′ at first and then we build
and vertices v and w are replaced by u and t respectively.
(a)
For the moment, notice that two arcs connecting the same pair of vertices may exist.
We build D c as follows: for arcs in A The construction is completed (an example is given in Figure 2 ). This construction is clearly done within polynomial time and D c is a 2-arccolored digraph. Further, we can directly establish the following intermediate property.
Property 1. Any pac path of D
c cannot use two consecutive arcs xy and yz such that xy ∈ A (resp., xy ∈ A
From Property 1, we deduce that any pac path of D c from s to t is partitioned into two parts and uses some arcs in A in D c , the resulting path from u to t will be directly associated to a path from v to w in D passing through at most one vertex from each pair of C. Now, we show that our previous theorem can be extended to include any number of colors. Formally, we have the following result: Proof: We extend Theorem 5 to construct digraphs with 2n vertices, c = Ω(n 2 ) colors and with no pac circuits. To do so, we first construct a 2-arc-colored digraph D c ′ ϕ with no pac circuits, c ′ = 2 and with n vertices as done in Theorem 5. Next, we build a tournament T c n with n vertices containing no circuits and additional colors I c with I c ⊇ I c ′ . For that, given a non edge-colored complete graph K n , it suffices to choose arbitrary vertices of K n , one at a time, and change all adjacent (non-oriented) edges by incoming arcs with non-coincident colors of I c . Note that, T Proof: We initially prove our result for c ′ = 2 colors (red and blue). Basically, given an arbitrary D c ′ with n vertices and containing no pac circuits, the idea is to conveniently change all intersections by new vertices in order to make it planar. Note that the number of intersections is polynomially bounded on the size of D c ′ . Thus, whenever we have an intersection between 2 arcs ab and cd, say colored j, we add 3 new vertices f 1 , f 2 and f 3 and replace arcs { ab, cd} by 2 sets of arcs { af 1 , cf 2 , f 2 b, f 3 d} and { f 1 f 2 , f 2 f 3 }, respectively colored j and i. However, if ab and cd have different colors (say i and j), we add the vertices f 1 , f 2 , f 3 and change ab and cd by arcs { cf 2 , f 2 f 1 , f 3 d} all colored j, and arcs { af 2 , f 2 f 3 , f 1 b} all colored i (see Figure 3) . Denote by D c ′ P 1 the resulting planar 2-arc-colored digraph containing no pac circuits. Therefore, if we have some path passing by ab (resp., cd) in D c ′ , we have a path passing by vertices a and b (resp., c and d) in D c ′ P 1 . Now, we define a new planar (non-oriented) graph G P with n vertices and maximum number of edges given by 3n − 6 (see Bondy and Murthy [8] ). Choose an arbitrary vertex of G P , one at a time, and change all adjacent (non-oriented) edges by incoming arcs with non-coincident colors of I c (with I c ⊇ I c ′ ). Repeat this process for all the remaining vertices of G P . Obviously, the resulting planar digraph, say D 
pac circuits, paths and Hamiltonian paths in c-arc-colored tournaments
The problems of finding pac s-t paths and pac circuits in c-arc-colored tournaments are challenging. For example, the complexity of determining a pac circuit in a 2-arc-colored tournament was posed in [5, 22] and it is still open. Here, we propose and solve a weaker version of this problem. We show that deciding whether a c-arc-colored tournament contains a pac circuit passing through a given vertex x is NP-complete. As a consequence, we prove that finding pac s-t paths in tournaments is also NP-complete.
We also deal with the determination of pac Hamiltonian s-t paths in arc-colored tournaments. When restricted to uncolored tournaments, one of the earliest results is Rédei's theorem, which states that every tournament has an Hamiltonian directed path (the endpoints are not specified). More recently, in [6] the authors gave a polynomial algorithm to find an Hamiltonian directed s-t path (if one exists) in an uncolored tournament. Recently in [14] (using a nice characterization) the authors show that the problem of finding pec Hamiltonian s-t path is polynomial in c-edge-colored complete graphs for c ≥ 3, solving a conjecture posed in [4] (the case c = 2 was previously solved in [4] ). Unfortunately, unless P=NP, we prove that these results cannot be extended to the directed case. , we replace each arc e ∈ A (resp., e from A ′ 2 ), except those which are incident to t, by a directed path of length two in A (resp., in A ′ 2 ) where the added vertex is denoted by v e . If e ∈ A (resp. e ∈ A ′ 2 ) then we suppose that v e ∈ V (A) (resp., v e ∈ V (A ′ 2 )). Now, we show how to build the tournament T c ′ . The construction is done in four steps:
(1) Build a set of arcs A ′ 3 as follows. Add a red arc ts and a blue arc us. Then, add a blue arc tx for each x / ∈ N D c ′ (t), a blue arc xu for each x / ∈ N D c ′ (u) and a blue arc xs for each
(2) Build a set of arcs A ′ 4 as follows. Choose an arbitrary vertex v e of V (A) (resp., V (A ′ 2 )) with an incoming blue (resp., red) arc yv e (resp., a i v e or b i v e ), and add a blue (resp., red) arc v e x for every x / ∈ N D c ′ (v e ). Repeat the process for the remaining vertices v e of V (A) (resp., V (A 
The construction is completed. It is clearly done within polynomial time, and T c ′ is a 2-arc-colored tournament. We now give some useful properties:
Property 2. The following properties hold:
(i) Any pac circuit passing through s (resp., u) in T c ′ uses ts and one arc among { sa 1 , sb 1 } (resp., uses exactly one arc among { a q u, b q u} and one arc uv e ∈ A).
Proof: For (i). Due to step (1) of the above procedure, there is a unique red arc incident to s (resp., t) which is ts. Thus, any pac circuit passing through s also visits t. Moreover, vertex s only has two outgoing arcs xa 1 and xb 1 which are colored in blue. Concerning vertex u, a q u and b q are the only red arcs incident to u. Thus, if a pac circuit visits u then it contains one of these two arcs as incoming arc and one arc uv e ∈ A as outgoing arc. Actually, vertex u has only arcs uv e ∈ A and us as outgoing arcs and no pac circuit can use the blue arc us since all arcs going out of s are blue.
For (ii). By contradiction, assume that there is a pac circuit passing through s, ρ = (v 1 , e 1 , . . . , e k , v k+1 ) with v 1 = v k+1 = s and containing some arcs of A for q = 1, . . . , p − 1). By construction e p = v e x and from (i), we deduce k > p > 1 (i.e., x / ∈ {s, t}).
Thus, e p−1 has the same color as e p , which is a contradiction.
For (iii). By contradiction. Firstly assume that there is a pac circuit passing through s, ρ = (v 1 , e 1 , . . . , e k , v k+1 ) with v 1 = v k+1 = s and containing some arcs of A ′ 5 . Like previously, consider the first arc e p ∈ A ′ 5 of ρ (i.e., e q / ∈ A ′ 5 for q = 1, . . . , p − 1). W.l.o.g., suppose that e p = a q x (the same result holds for e p = b q x); we get x = u from (i). Then, e p−1 = v e a q ∈ A is colored in red and from (ii) we deduce that e p−2 = yv e ∈ A and is colored in blue. Since all arcs in A ′ 6 are blue like e p−2 , by induction we deduce that e q ∈ A for q = 1, . . . , p − 1. We obtain a contradiction since from (i) e 1 ∈ A ′ 1 (i.e., e 1 ∈ { sa 1 , sb 1 }).
Now, suppose that a pac circuit passing through s, ρ = (v 1 , e 1 , . . . , e k , v k+1 ) with v 1 = v k+1 = s contains some arcs in A ′ 6 . Consider the last arc e p = xy ∈ A ′ 6 used by ρ (i.e., e q / ∈ A ′ 6 for q = p + 1, . . . , k + 1). Since e p is colored in blue and y = t (from (i)), we deduce that e p+1 is colored in red. Then, we get y = a i or y = b i and e p+1 = yv e ∈ A ′ 2 since e p+1 / ∈ A ′ 6 . Moreover, from (ii), e p+2 = v e z ∈ A ′ 2 is colored in blue. Now, since e k ∈ A (the arc of ρ incoming in vertex t) is also colored in blue, the pac sub-path of ρ from x to t = v k must contain arc a q u or b q u (using Property 1 of Theorem 5, it is the only way to flip arcs of A ′ 2 to arcs of A). Thus, this pac circuit ρ can be decomposed into three pac paths: ρ 1 from y to u, ρ 2 from u to s (and containing arc e k+1 = ts) and ρ 3 from s to y. In particular, the pac path ρ 3 begins with a blue arc (by (i)), only uses arcs in A ′ 2 and ends by a blue arc, which is impossible since ρ 3 does not contain u. Actually, path ρ 3 cannot use some arcs of A ′ 6 . We have e 2 = x 1 v e ∈ A ′ 2 with x 1 ∈ {a 1 , b 1 } (since the arc must be colored in red) and using (ii), arc e 3 = v e x 2 with x 2 ∈ {a 2 , b 2 } is colored in blue. Thus,
. Then, the result follows by induction. Notice that it may exist a pac circuit containing one arc e = xy ∈ A ′ 6 (but not passing through s). In this case, this pac circuit is composed of two pac paths ρ 1 from y to u and ρ 2 from u to y: ρ 1 only uses arcs of A • Using Properties 1 and 2, we can easily see that we have a directed path from u to w in D and visiting at most one vertex from each pair of C, if and only if, we have a pac circuit passing through s in T c ′ . Finally, to extend our result for tournaments with c = Ω(|V (D c )| 2 ) we perform the same steps as described in Corollary 6. In this case, we construct two (non connected) tournaments T c ′ and T Proof: In the proof of Theorem 8, we have a pac circuit passing through s if and only if we have a pac s-t path in T c .
In the sequel, we explain why the construction of Theorem 8 cannot be used to solve the open problem raised in [22] (regarding the existence of pac circuits in tournaments). Actually, the main difficulty is to decide how to connect the vertices inside subset C (See step 4 -subset A We finish the paper by considering the pac Hamiltonian s-t path problem. 
Conclusions and final remarks
As a future direction, one related question is the problem is to polynomially decide whether a 2-arc-colored tournament contains a directed pac Hamiltonian path with non-fixed extremities. Finally, note that our results over arc-colored digraphs can be easily extended to handle arc-colored multidigraphs. To do that, given an arc-colored multidigraph we can easily construct a new arc-colored digraph by conveniently adding new vertices and colors between vertices with multiple arcs.
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